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if your results are not as good as you would like, this is most likely due to a number of factors: absence of electrodes in the right place, leading to the wrong muscles being affected by the current the wrong muscle being stimulated causing symptoms or just tiredness of the patient the
wrong muscle being stimulated causing something more subtle like a slight clenching of the teeth, a clenched jaw or some other subtle movement of the face that means your patient is uncomfortable or there is a demand on their attention wearing the electrodes off by sweating while
the e-stim is on wearing the electrodes off by sweating while the e-stim is on, causing the electrodes to move away from the skin electrode size is too small (proximity to the skin / skin movement) too much current is being delivered due to electrolysis and your batteries are flat, with
subsequent electrolysis ruining the circuit muscle spindle signal strengths are all over the map without a predictable pattern but are very related to the electrical properties of the tissue (circuitry) overlying the relevant nerve. so if you don't have electrodes in the intended tissue, that

tissue is going to deliver extremely small signals. if you have electrodes in the wrong place, this will distort the muscle spindle signal. if you have electrodes in the correct place, but the stimulation isn't large enough, this will result in different sensations depending on the stimulus level.
knowing what these sensations are and learning how to adjust the stimulus is the key to the effectiveness of e-stim. this is why the stim is set up as a pre-programmed script for the most common results. the results achieved for each stim can be over a minute apart but all are designed

to be within 10% of each other, or less.
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some therapists will use emg (electromyography) to monitor activity of the muscles being
stimulated. these therapists will consider the possibility of overstimulation or inappropriate

muscle activity or tremor for example. some people find that they get an unpleasant
sensation in their skin (thoughts/muscles) or in their bones caused by sustained contractions
(frequency, duration or pulse width). this sensation can be very subjective and may depend

upon the muscle being stimulated. the time length (sl) folder holds a selection of monophasic
time length tracks which you can use in conjunction with the standard time length: spring

folder. when you drag and drop the.mp3 files into the time length folder, they start playing.
but if you hold down the shift key when dragging and dropping files into the time length
folder, the files will loop infinitely. you can adjust the length of these files using audacity.

some may prefer the monophasic shape but we have included versions with shorter bursts so
please have a look at our monophasic options. we have included some shorter burst

monophasic monophasic files (and 1:2) to provide a little variety within the short burst
monophasic folder. please make sure you download the files as a zip file by right clicking on
the file and selecting compress as.zip and then choose save as. we have also included more
options for the basic mono files in the time length (sl) folder such as bpm, style of movement

etc. please have a look at our other options folder to see what else we have available!
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